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On an Improved Theory of Annuities and Assurances. 
By W. S. B. Woolhouse, F.R.A.S. 

[Read before the Institute, 29th March, 1869.] 
A HE existing theory and practice of Annuities and Assurances, 
and the tables ordinarily constructed for the purpose of expediting 
the various computations relating to the same, are radically founded 
on annual payments, or upon a series of mathematical values which 
appertain to certain annual periods that are specifically defined. 
Indeed, the methods employed are not strictly applicable unless 
the prescribed condition of annual periodicity is realized or assumed; 
and this, in fact, is the reason why assurances, as well as annuities, 
are necessarily supposed to be payable on the exact completion of 
one of the recurring periods, viz., at the end of the year of age in 
which the death takes place. 

Again with respect to annuities, it cannot but appear to be 
remarkable that the investigation of so elementary a value as that 
of an annuity, when diverted from its usual course and made 
payable half-yearly or quarterly, should not have been determined 
with greater accuracy in works on Annuities and Assurances. 
This may in some measure perhaps be ascribed to a sort of 
vague impression that a rough approximation might be considered 
sufficient for the cases which may be expected to arise in the course 
of actual business. But, looking at the formidable character of 
some of the investigations, there can be but little doubt that a 
more potent reason is to be traced in the mathematical difficulty 
encountered in previous efforts to arrive at anything like an 
accurate formula, which would at the same time be sufficiently 
simple for the ordinary routine of Office calculation. 

The new theory might appropriately be called the Continuous 
Method. According to the principles laid down, all moneys in- 
vested, in place of receiving yearly increments of interest, are con- 
sidered to be continuously growing. This is undoubtedly the only 
true way to assimilate our computations with actual facts, since 
moneys as they come to hand are invested in various securities and 
at all seasons, and should therefore not be assumed to bear interest 
at established and immoveable periods, but should be regarded as 
realizing the accumulations from the exact dates at which they are 
received. Also, lives, instead of being subjected to successive 
yearly decrements are, in like manner, properly considered to be 
diminishing continuously. In fact all our investigations are 
founded on the general and self-evident principle, that any 

h 2 
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function whatever, of which a series of values, geometrically 
speaking, constitute the ordinates of a continuous curve line, must, 
as an indispensable consequence, have all its intermediate values 
accurately represented by the corresponding interposed ordinates 
of the functional curve. 

It is no longer necessary to be dependent upon such gratuitous 
suppositions as that the deaths which take place during any year 
shall be equally distributed throughout the year; or that when 
two lives œ and y both fail in a stated year, it is equally probable 
whether x shall die before y or y shall die before œ. These 
specious suppositions, though expedient as regards calculation, are, 
in fact, not strictly true. The inaccuracy introduced by their 
adoption would be made very conspicuous were we to deal with 
quinquennial in lieu of annual intervals, since no experienced 
calculator would for a moment tolerate the hypothesis of deaths 
being equally distributed throughout a quinquennial period, and 
yet the principle is the same for one year as for five. The error 
consists in the rude substitution of a polygon in place of the 
mortality curve. 

Another important advantage of the new as compared with the 
existing methods, is that it is not only more accurate in principle, 
and in all respects philosophically consistent, but that the various 
formulae are generally more simple and commodious for calculation. 
As a remarkable evidence of comprehensive simplicity it may be 
instanced that the formula hereafter established for determining 
the value of an assurance of one life against another, a calculation 
usually somewhat complicated, is precisely the same as that of 
the most ordinary case, viz., an assurance of one life. The 
values obtained are also those of assurances payable at the instant 
of death, and admit of special adaptation to the actual stipulations 
of the contract. If the assurance be payable at three months or 
any other prescribed time after death, the adjustment of the result 
is only a question of interest of money during the interval. To 
these preliminary observations I have only further to add that 
one of the most prominent recommendations of the method is 
the extreme facility with which it can be adapted to all existing 
Life and Annuity Tables. 

Before, however, proceeding with the general subject of enquiry, 
I shall briefly advert to a former application of an equivalent 
method to the case of an annuity payable- by instalments. If a 
denote the present value of an annuity of £l payable annually, 
the like annuity when payable in half-yearly instalments is known 
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to be approximately a + £. That the true value is something less 
than « + £ may easily be shown as follows. Let the successive 
periods of payment, at the end of the first, second, &c. years, be 
distributed along a horizontal line, representing the order of time, 
and let each yearly payment be analysed into i + i + i» Then, «(2) 
denoting the annuity when payable in half-yearly instalments, the 
series of prospective payments in the two respective cases will be 

Commt. 1st year. 2nd year. 

5+a = preBent value of 
(s 3J^j jj^j 

&c 

I I I I &c &C- a - 
2 2 2 2 &c &C- 

Here it may first be observed that the present values of any 
three consecutive payments of an annuity or instalment are very 
nearly in geometrical progression, and secondly that in all such 
progressions twice the middle term is less in magnitude than the 
sum of the two extremes. Now, inspecting the above representa- 
tions, we observe that the second series, which exhibits a(2' is 
deducible from that above it, which exhibits ¿ + a, by substituting 
in place of each pair of terms ¿, enclosed within a parenthesis, a 
double middle term ̂ . Hence, as each of these substitutions 
diminishes the present value of the series, it manifestly follows that 
the result a(2) is less than a + J. 

The true relation between the value of an annuity payable 
yearly and that of a corresponding annuity payable half-yearly 
may be conceived to be represented geometrically as follows : - Let 
the line of abscissas MlV^MgMa .... represent the time in 
successive yearly intervals ; then, the annuity 
being «£1 per annum, let PM = 1 be the value 'ä 
of aß i receivable immediately, T?iM.l the present : ^^p 
value of £l receivable at the end of one year, j ; ^i^Es 
P2M2 the value of £1 receivable at the end of I | | 
two years, &c, &c. Then, through the several ] j j 
extremities PP1P2P3 ... . . . of these ordinates __LJ-_L_--J-_-- 
a continuous curve line being supposed to be 
traced, which curve may be designated the Annuity Curve, let 
the intermediate or half-yearly ordinates piml, p2in2> Pzmz> .... 
be drawn ; and the values of an annuity of £' payable yearly and 
half-yearly will be 

^) = P1M1 + P2M2 + P3M3+ .... 
aWzz±(pìml + YìM{+p2m2+P2M2 + ....)„ 
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In my paper on " Summation" (Journal, vol. xi., page 327) the 
value of the last-mentioned annuity is found to be 

and generally, for an annuity of £1 when payable in m 
instalments, 

where ¡ul and S denote what I call the forces of mortality and 
discount. 

In the investigation of the subject before us I shall endeavour 
to develop the requisite formulai in the simplest manner possible, 
and the better to accomplish this object, in a systematic manner, 
I propose to establish the principles of the method from the 
commencement, without any further reference to what has been 
previously done in the paper on Summation. I am the more 
induced to adopt this course as the mathematical processes are so 
effectively simplified that the whole of the matter will come within 
a reasonable compass. 

Principles of Summation. 
Let V denote a function of a variable quantity x, in which the 

symbol œ may be conceived to be the abscissa of a curve and may 
be employed to represent an interval of time; and suppose the 
development of V in powers of œ to be 

Then, by successive differentiation, 

f^YN)==A + 2B^ + 3C^2 + 4D2r3 + 5Ea?4+ .... ,fi^V=A; das 'dx Jx ' das Jo 

(C*)=2B + 6Cx + l2'Da:* + 2O'Eař + .... ; 'dx¿ Jx 

(£')r6C+24^+60EiB2+---"(^)»=6C; 
&c. &c. 

* Mr. Sprague has since gone at great length into the subject of annuities, and in 
confirming the accuracy of these results has been most liberal in his allusions to the 
decided improvement effected by my formulae. It is well that Mr. Sprague has been 
induced to follow me in this particular investigation, as his methods are so essentially 
different from mine and afford such a scope for his acute mathematical talent, that his 
paper must be esteemed as a most valuable contribution to the Journal. 
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Therefore, 

féV' 
-(jPj =-2B#-3C#2-4Dtf3-5E#4- .... 

'dx*/0 'dď/x 
&c. &c. 

Also, by integration, 

yV^=V0^ + A|2+B|-3+Cj4+D^+E|-64-  
This integral may be expressed inarms of the differential 

coefficients by replacing the preceding values of these coefficients : 
thus we obtain 

yv*.i(..+YJ+S{(g)#-(r)j 
720 tU«3 h 'dař A)+ •" 

Now suppose the quantity x to pass over successive intervals, 
1 112 2 3 each equal ^ to - ¡ viz., from 0 to-, -to-, -to-, &c. By J ^ m ¡ m m m m m J 

applying the formula to each of these intervals we get 

m'J 2m' " ml 12m2 ('dx )0 'dx )„) 

From - to m'J -, /Vťřr=o- Vi+Va + ^s-ii -j- i- t- «I 
m m'J -, 2m' ñ ~J 12mMV<fe/5 -j- 'dx t- 

)„) 

720m* {{d^ Ji [dx*)l]+'-' 

Romito», m m'J /Vi-ifv.+V.V^ifyV-fyVl 2m V 12m2 IV^ /m A ¿& /mí m m'J 2m V m m/ 12m2 IV^ /m A ¿& /mí 

&c. &c. &c. 

By adding together these successive portions of the integral we 
get for the complete limits, in which o> denotes the terminal value 
Of Xy 
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Jo m'A mm m ¿ / 

+ J_ UdJ.' -(*1''  L_ i(^T' -(dJl' ' + 

Let S(m) V denote -( Vo + V¿ + Vs. . . . . + Vm', then 
m' mm I 

,«v=y;-v*+¿(vo+vj-I¿,!{g)r(g)j + TOõ5?{(^)o"(a£»).}- - w* 
which is a general development for evaluating the summation of 
any proposed consecutive series of functions. 

In applying the formula to assurances and annuities, com- 
prising the whole duration of life, it becomes considerably abridged 
and simplified, since in all such calculations it may be shown that 
the terminal values of the function and its differential coefficients 
severally vanish. Suppose the quantities V to be geometrically 

represented by the ordinates of a 

^'p^ curve line, and let P* Yy Vz Pw be the 
I I" - jk- ■**» - ?  5- terminal portion r of this curve, Pw Mar My Ma Mca r . , 

being the point at which we first , have 
Vi=0. Then, if we proceed onward to higher ages Q, R, &c., we 
shall still have V=0; and since the curve must not only pass 
through ¥x, Yy, Vz, Pw but must necessarily be made to* pass also 
through Q, R, fee., it is obvious that the curve must be tangential 
to the line of abscissas at the point P^, and there become finally 
deprived of its curvature, otherwise its continuity would be broken 
at that point, and it would cease to be a true representation of the 
values of the function V. And if the enquiry be treated as a 
question of pure analysis, it will be equally evident, from a con- 
sideration of Taylor's Theorem, that a continuous function cannot 
become permanently zero beyond a certain limit, unless the 
differential coefficients also vanish simultaneously with the function. 
It is obviously quite immaterial whether the value of the terminal 

* 
age w be finite or indefinitely great, that is, whether the line of 
abscissas be a tangent or an asymptote to the curve. In either 
case the absolute extinction of all terminal values adapts the 
method in a special manner to annuities and assurances, and the 
formula (1), for summation, becomes simply 

* It has been pointed out to me by Mr. Merrifield that Legendre employs this for- 
mula in evaluating certain elliptic integrals in his valuable work on that subject. The 
formula is ascribed to Euler, and is also used by Laplace and others in the Theory oí 
Probabilities. 
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in which the terms following the integral are exclusively initial 
values. 

Again, if the values of the function be taken at consecutive 
integer or annual intervals, the formula (2) becomes 

This compared with (2) we obtain 

s,,v=SWv-^v.+ ^)-|y^ . . (4) 
which is the general formula for subdivision of intervals, or pay- 
ments by instalments. 

The formula (1) or (2) enables us to evaluate the sum of a 
series of values of a function, viz. : 

S(m)V=I/Vo + Vl + V2. + V3.+ . • . . ) I Wl ' m m m I 

Suppose this series of values to be deferred by an interval t, and 
let it be required to determine the sum of the series of deferred 
functions 

W,ssI(V, "" ' 
+ Vl+|+V,+,+V.+< tn m m 

+ . . . . ) / "" ' tn m m / 

This sum may be readily found by first getting that of the sub- 
tractive correction S(m^(V- Ví). 

Now, V-V,= -^ 
+ --2 +-^3 +.,..) 

By substituting this in place of V in (2) we at once obtain, for the 
sought correction, 

Ut€L + ¿ld2Y + t3 (PY + ' 
2rA dx + 2 &? + 2.3^ + " 

") 

= 
tY~2'm yďJ + 12 (» ~v(m~27 W 

+ K-A--t)~ 24'm dor &c... (5) v ' 24'm / dor v ' 
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Hence, subtracting (5) from (2) we get, for the summation of 
the successive values of a deferred function, the formula 

x»y,=/v&+(¿-()y--S^S!.J 
12U Aw 7<fe2 1720m4 24 U» ))d*"m Kh 

These formulae for summation may be usefully applied to com- 
putations of various kinds, but that of Annuities and Assurances, 
to which we now proceed, forms the special subject of the present 
enquiry, and to this particular discussion they are fortunately well 
adapted. 

Notation. 
For greater distinctness and facility of reference it may be 

desirable first to specify and define the notation employed, viz. 

i the rate of interest on £1 for one year ; 
v the present value of £1 certain, payable after one year ; 

d=l- vzz = - -.the discount on £1 certain for one year; 

8=hyp. log(l + i), the force of discount; it is the rate of 
interest which if accumulated continuously or momently, 
would be equivalent to that which actually subsists; the 
developed relations between i and 8 are 

8=hyp.log(l + i)=¿-^ + Íf-j+  
S2 S3 g4 ¿=ed-l=S+ g. + £g + £^ + . . . . 

also, üzzQL + í)-1^:*?-*; 

x, y, z the ages of lives similarly designated ; 
lx the "number living/', at age x, in the table of mortality; 

ju^= - j -T- (approximately = *~* x+l' the force of mortality 
at age x ; 

px~ -y^ the probability of the life x surviving a year, and 
(a? 

attaining the age x + 1 ; 

Px^t- t^ the probability of the life x surviving the time ty and 

attaining the age x + t; 
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m the limiting age in the table.of mortality, or the age at which 
the lives first become totally extinct ; 

Ux, Nx, M^ the numbers, for age x} contained in an ordinary " N and D table" at interest i, viz. 

T>x =zlxv* 
N^D^ + D^ + D^h- .... 
Ml=(/,-uKíi+(u-ur+ - 

=üNjP_1-N.^p,-(l-ii)Nir; 
N#, M^. continuous values of these numbers, viz. 

M= -fdlx+tv*+'=zV(l -Sã) ; 

äx the present value of an annuity of £1 payable yearly during 
the existence of the life x ; 

a{1f ditto when payable by m instalments in each year; 
ax the present value of an annuity of £1 payable yearly and in 

advance ; 
a(™> ditto when payable by m instalments in each year, or in 

advance m times a year ; 
ãx the present value of an annuity of £1 per annum, when 

supposed to T)e payable continuously or momently ; 
axy> axyz the present values of joint annuities of £l payable 

yearly during the joint existence of the lives xyy xyz ; 
ãxy, ãxyz ditto when payable continuously or momently ; 
a(xy)> aixyz) the present values of annuities of £1 payable yearly 

during the ̂existence of the longest of the lives xy, xyz; 
ä(xy)9 ã(xyz) the present values of the same annuities when sup- 

posed to be payable continuously or momently; 
C a characteristic prefixed to an annuity to indicate that it is 

complete, having a provision for a proportionate payment 
of the same up to the instant of decease ; 

A.,, the present value of an assurance of £1 payable at the end 
of the year of decease of x ; 

Xx the present value of a continuous assurance of £l payable 
at the instant of decease ; 

A-ry, Axyz the present values of assurances of £1 on the joint 
lives, payable at the end of the year of the first decease of 
the lives xy, xyz ; 

Axy, Axyz the present values of ditto when payable at the instant 
of decease ; 

A^ the present value of a contingent survivorship assurance of 
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£1 payable at the end of the year of decease of x, provided 
that y be then living ; 

A^ the same when payable at the instant of decease; 
A.(xy), A(xyz) the present values of assurances of £l payable at 

the end of the year of decease of the last survivor of the 
lives œy, xyz ; 

A(^), A(^) the present values of ditto, when payable at the 
instant of decease ; 

^ax- ^~^ax+n,-^'Á.x= -y-'K+n the respective values of an 

annuity and assurance when the same is deferred n years ; 
ax^-=iax^^axí A^ziA^-^A^ ditto when temporary for n 

years ; 
ex the curtate expectation, or average number of years a life x 

survives, the same being estimated up to the beginning of 
the year of decease ; 

~ex the complete expectation, estimated up to the instant of 
decease ; 

E^ the expectancy of survivorship, or probability that x shall 
die in the lifetime of y: 

It may here be noted that, in investigations and formulae for 
one life only, the subscript letter x may, for the most part, be 
omitted with advantage. 

Forces of Decrement. 
In the following investigations the functional value V^ usually 

signifies the present value of a quantity that varies from year to 
year, and which generally decreases when the age x increases. 

dV The negative differential coefficient - 
-p , which is arithmetically 

positive, expresses the rate per annum at which V decreases at the 
precise age x. The intensity of this decrement is obviously the 
ratio which it bears to the corresponding value V, and is therefore 
found by dividing the same by V. Thus, the force of decrement 
of the function V is 

1 ¿V _ rflogV 
V dx ~~ dx 

the logarithm being understood to be hyperbolic. 
When Yzzlx, we have 

Force of mortality J r u=  -r2- =-73-. J r dx =-73-. I dx 
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When Vizzi?*, the present value of £l certain after x years, 

Force of discount 8= - ÍÜ3EÍ3 = - d^v) ax ax 
= - logv=log(l+¿) 

and is constant, and independent of x. 
Suppose VzzPQR .... to consist of factors P, Q, R, . . . .; 

then since log Viz log P + log Q + log R .... , we shall have 

¿logV _ ¿logP ¿logQ ¿logB 
dx 

"" 
dx dx dx 

Hence the following general theorem: - 
General Theorem. - The force of decrement of a combined 

function is equal to the sum of the forces of decrement of the 
constituent factors. 

A practical case of this theorem, before given in the paper on 
" Summation/' is the following. 

Theorem. - The force of mortality of a joint existence is equal 
to the sum of the forces of mortality of the constituent lives. 

It also follows that 
The force of decrement of D¿. =lxvx is ¡xx+ 8 

« » Vxy=lxlyVX „ Hz + fXy+S 

&C. &C. 

Annuities on One Life. 
For a Continuous Annuity* we have by (3) 

F=/D^=SD-ÍD+¿f 
* Otherwise, if p denote the probability of surviving the interval a?, then by (3), 

i n+ò 
-a~2 

~ 
~T2~ 

1 p + 8 

And, since - dp is the proportion of deaths or probability of decease during the instant dx9 
• A= - fdpvz= -pvx + logvfdxpv* 

(between limits) = 1 - êã. 
Also, by (2), 

And, after deducting the advance payment - , 

" ~ 
2». 12m" 

- 
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and, dividing by D, observing that 

dJ) __ rf(IogD) ___ djlogl+xlogv) __ ( + s' Ddx" 
__ 

dœ 
- ___ 

dx 
" __ ( l^ + ôj 

we get 

-+*-*'  <7> 
Also for a Continuous Assurance, payable on the instant of 

decease, we have 

M = -fdlvx = - lvx + log vfdxlv* 

Therefore, dividing by D, 
Ã=l-gã  (8) 

Again by (4) 

S(n,)D=S(UD_^=lI)+^zl.^&c 2m 12m2 dx  2m 12m2 dx 

And, dividing by D, we get the value of an annuity payable in 
advance m times a-year, viz. : 

2m 12m2 vr y 

-m + 1 m2- 1/ s 

Hence deducting - , the annuity, with first payment after the 

interval -, is m 

Otherwise by (2) 

S«D= y /*D<fe+ J-D-J-2^5 2w '2m2dx .... y 2w '2m2dx 

and, dividing by D and deducting - , 

«'">="-Í + K?  <*» 
To find the correction, or increase in the value, when the 
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annuity is to be paid with a proportionate part to the day of 
death, we have, during an interval x, 

-fdU.x = ~M.x+fWdx 
which must be estimated for each successive interval - . m 

Through ar=O  ! it is - - Mi + f™Mdx m m - J o 

*=!....?. „ -Ìm2 + J f™Mdx m m „ m -m J j 
&c. &c. 

Hence by summing these together, we get 
- 

J fdM.x= - M- S(m)M + J ÎMdœ. J m J 
That is, by (3), 

r i i ¿M. 1 d*M 

the last term of which may however be rejected as insignificant. 

But M=D-Sy*D¿# 
and ^ = ^+gD=~(M + 8)D + 8D=-iuD; 

J 2m 12m2 

And, dividing by D, we have 

Augmentation of annuity = õ~ (1 - Sã)- j^- -2 .... (10) 

Therefore, adding this to the foregoing value of the annuity 
(9), we get the complete annuity payable with a proportionate part 
to the day of death, viz., 

o¿w=fl- 2W A) a + 12m2 
*  (11). v y ' 2W 12m2 

 v y 

Current Annuities. 
If the first payment of the annuity be due after the time t, 

the function for summation will be D^ or J)t ; and by (6) 
«Aim frsj I* ^'t' l-6mt + 6m2t2 dV 

12 'm /'m /Éřa?2 
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Hence, dividing by D, we have an annuity payable m times a 
year, first payment due after the time t, viz. : 

ap=«-#+¿ + ̂ (i-a«*+fl'»*> 

'/!_,) (!_*)£.... (12) 
If with this annuity a proportionate part is payable up to the 

day of decease, these proportionate parts, during an interval - , 

will be represented by 

= - fmdM.x-t (M-Mi) + - (M-M,) . 

By summing the values of this expression for all intervals we 
get _  

-fdM.x-tM 
_  

+ S<»"(M-M() 
the evaluation of which, according to (10) and (5) gives 

J_m_ Ji5. _ Uh -A^E j. + JL/I *'(L »ť'<pSÍ - 
2w 12i»2 

_ 
2'm J dx 

j. + 
u{m )'m ) dx2 

~ - 

and, dividing by D, the required correction of the annuity (12) is 

î=?!_JL, 2m 12m2 + 2'm '(I_/)fl_'(I_<YI_2/)J80t )n 12'm J'm /{ 
+ 8KÇl -D ) 2m 12m2 2'm )n 12'm J'm /{ -D ) 

 (13) 
Therefore, adding this correction to (12), the value of a current 

annuity, payable m times a year, with the first payment falling 
due at the time t, and the annuity to be completed up to the day 
of death, is 

ca£> 11 = (i_ y 2j»/ 
* W 12m2 

» + (I 'm _,) ) {i_ { | 2 _&/! -2tV-±?' J 12 j 11 y 2j»/ 12m2 'm ) { 2 'm J 12 j 
.... (14)* 

When ¿z= ̂- , the annuity (12) becomes equal to ã- (f . 2, the 

* The value of a life annuity, when it is to be completed by the payment of a pro- 
portionate part up to the day of death, was first investigated in Mr. Sprague's paper, 
before referred to. It may be added that the formulae (11) and (14) I have deduced 
for Complete Annuities are identical with his results. 
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correction g- (1- $ã)+ gr-a, and the complete annuity (14) is 

then 

«^-¿ha-ss?  (15) 
This formula expresses the value of the annuity when the interval 

t assumes its average value. It should however be understood 
that this result differs from the average value of the annuity for 
promiscuous intervals. When t takes indiscriminately all values, 
not exceeding the interval ¿ , the true average value of the Curtate 
Current Annuity (12) is then 

t 2 2m 12 'm /'m / 
fi (1 '*JT 
24'm / D 

(when 
t= M = â  (16) 

In like manner the average value of the correction (13) is 

f{lS)dt _ l-Sã  m_ + 
fi /J_ _ t' 

t 
_ ~ 

2m 
 

12m2 + 2'2m 
_ 

8/ 

-fiè-)'N+ï>_-ï} 
( when t= - = -5 - = ¿c- . . . . (17) 

Therefore the true average value of the Complete Current 
Annuity (14) is 

caf£=á+¿=(1-¿>+¿- • • • <18>- 
And these last formulae (16), (17), (18) are those which in 

strictness should be employed for calculating the liability of an 
Insurance Company in respect of Current Annuities due and 
payable at promiscuous intervals from the date of valuation. 

We have thus found that the average value of a curtate current 
annuity, payable m times a year, the first payment being due and 

payable at an unknown time, not exceeding the period ~, is inde- 

pendent of m, and is precisely equal to the value of a continuous 
annuity commencing immediately. 

vol. xv. i 
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It also appears that the correction required to make the 
annuity complete, up to the day of death, is equal to the present 
value of half an instalment payable at the instant of decease. 

These last results, which are of great practical utility and are 
remarkable for their rudimentary simplicity, have been arrived at 
after a somewhat elaborate investigation. A little consideration 
will, however, show that they admit of an easy proof without the 
aid of mathematics. In the adjoining diagram the successive years 

are prospectively laid out in 
horizontal lines, ' and supposed * Portion of Year when due ' ' * 
to be divided into an índeíi- 

i 2 ;3 4 5 6 7 &c. nite number of equal portions 
 by the vertical columns num- 

1st year a a a a a a a &c. bered 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, &C. 
 Payments made in the first 
2nd year b b b b b b b &c. year are distinguished by the 
 letter a ; those in the second 

3rd year c c c c c c c &c year by the letter Ò, &c. ; and 
 the beginning of the first year 

,,,,,,,- &c. 
is of course the date of valua- 

4th year d ,,,,,,,- d d d d d d &c. 
tion. Suppose the annuities 
to be payable annually; then 

5th year e e e e e e e &c. . . n , 
if . the 

. nrst n 
payment were due - - 

^ ^y stated portion of the 
&Ct &c* 

year, say for instance the 5 th, 
the prospective series of pay- 

ments of the annuity would be represented by the letters a, b, c, d, 
e, &c, down the 5th vertical column. Now by hypothesis the 

particular portion of the year in which the annuity falls due is 
undefined, and it is equally probable that it may be any one of 
those represented, since it depends simply upon the chronological 
date at which the annuity originally commenced. Therefore the 

average value of the annuity is the same as if there existed one of 

every possible kind, and in such case they would collectively occupy 
all the vertical columns, and thus include the whole of the letters 
shown in the tabular diagram. But if the complete table of letters, 
instead of being partitioned in vertical columns, be read off along 
the successive horizontal lines they will clearly exhibit an annuity 
payable in every subdivision, the series of subdivisions commencing 
at the beginning of the first year, or immediately from the date of 
valuation ; and this equivalent annuity will become ultimately con- 
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tinuous when the number of subdivisions is conceived to be increased 
indefinitely. 

Again, as regards the payment of a proportionate part up to 
the time of death, it is evident that, at whatever period of the 
tabular year the death takes place, since the annuity may with 
equal probability be any one of the set of annuities severally due 
in all portions of the year, the average amount of the proportionate 
part will be just one-half of an annuity payment. Thus it appears 
that the average correction of the value of the Current Annuity is 
accurately equal to the present value of one-half an annuity pay- 
ment made at the instant of decease. 

And if the annuity be payable m times a year, by conceiving the 
successive intervals ^ to be in like manner severally divided into an 
indefinite number of portions, it will be perceived that in both 
cases the reasoning is analogous and the conclusion exactly the 
same. 

In this section we have only to further enunciate the principle 
here advanced that the average present value of the current premiums 
of an Assurance Company, at a given present age, the same being 
due at promiscuous periods after the date of valuation, is the same 
as that of a Current Annuity under similar circumstances, and, in 
years* purchase, is equal to the present value (ã) of a Continuous 
Annuity commencing immediately at the given present age, and that 
this is accurately and rigidly true whether the premiums be payable 
yearly or by instalments. 

Annuities on Two Lives. 
For the determination of a continuous single annuity and a 

continuous joint annuity on two lives, we shall evidently have 

lxãx~(lã)x = f dth+tf ) 
r '  (19) 

J ) 

the evaluation of which by the formula (3) gives 

(lã)xv=^'lx+tly+tv')-llxy+ ~-(lx+jt+tVl). 
Therefore, dividing by lx and lxy respectively, we obtain 

i 3 
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«*-«*+ 2 -jg- 
L  (20) 

a*v-a*v+ 2 12 j 
The former of these is the formula (7), and the latter is perfectly 
analagous to it, since fix + fty may be written p^. 

By applying either of these formulae to the particular case of 
an annuity certain, in which fi=0, it becomes 

8-Í + 2-F2  (21) 

. I ñ - i „ j. V* ' . . . 8 ~ ñ ax - - * . 
„ ax j. -t- _ 12 9 8 ~ ax - * . ax -t- _ 12 9 

I  (22) 
8 a^"¿ ß^+ 12 J 

This singular relation may be thus enunciated: - 
The present value of a continuous reversionary perpetuity of £1 

per annum, commencing at the instant of decease, exceeds that of an 
annual reversionary perpetuity, first payment at the end of the year 
of decease, by one-twelfth of the force of mortality at the given age 
or ages. 

Again, by taking the formula (20) in the extreme case in 
which money is supposed not to yield any interest, the value of all 
annuity payments are alike and independent of time; the annuities 
ã, a, hence become respectively equal to ë, e, the complete and 
curtate expectations of life, and we deduce 

ë -e 4- - - P* ) ■ -e ■ 4- * 
- - 

ra 
 (S3) 

ë -e +1-*I« + M 

Therefore the tabular expectations (e + %), usually given, are in 
excess of the truth by one-twelfth of the force of mortality at the 

respective ages. 
The present value of a Contingent Survivorship Annuity of £1 

payable annually on a life x after the decease of y is ax-axy; and, 
when the annuity is payable m times a year, the value is a^ - a^J. 
It is obvious that the annuity so found is thus defined. If we 
assume the annuity aS1® which commences immediately to be put 
in operation, the survivorship annuity will consist of all the 

payments of such annuity which fall successively due after the 
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death of y. Similarly the present value of a continuous survivor- 
ship annuity commencing at the instant of the decease of y is 

Mr. Sprague has recently investigated an approximate value of 
a Survivorship Apportionable Life Annuity conformable to the 
conditions usually observed in legal practice, viz., on the supposition 
that the annuity commences from the instant of the decease of y, 
is payable half-yearly, or more generally m times a year, and is 
ultimately to be completed by a proportionate payment up to the 
day of the decease of x. By ingenious approximate reasoning 
Mr. Sprague deduces the formula 

The true value of such annuity, otherwise apparently unattain- 
able, is readily determined by the continuous method, as follows: - 

At the instant of the death of y, provided that x be then living, 
let 0 denote the exact age attained by x, and at that instant the 
value of the apportionable annuity, according to the formula (11) 
will then be 

Now, this value in contingent reversion is to be entered upon only 
in the event of x surviving y, and the present value thereof is 
required so as to include a due consideration of all possible values 
of the variable age 0 of survivorship. It is also obvious, as already 
stated, that the present value of the continuous reversionary 
annuity ã#, taking into account all values of 0, is properly ãx-ãxy. 
Hence if Ai_ denote the present value of a contingent assurance of 

£l payable at the instant of the death of x, provided that y be 
then living, the present value of the Contingent Survivorship 
Apportionable Annuity of practice is found to be 

(1-¿)^-^)+í¿5l,  (24) 
By (20) this formula may be written 

(l-l)(ax-axy+^+^Xh  (25) 
and so calculated with ordinary annuities. 
Also, by (11), it may be stated by complete anuuities, thus: - 

c«(?-c<+t¿Al  (26) 
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The value of the last term of each of these formulae, in which the 
contingent assurance appears as a factor, is evidently so small that 
it must be quite immaterial whether the contingent assurance be 
continuous or otherwise. 

It need hardly be added here that continuous life annuities 
observe the same laws of combination as ordinary annuities. For 
example, the continuous annuity on the longest of two lives, œ, y is, 

ã(xy) = ãx + dp-ãxy 
1 S 

=ax + ay-axy+ ̂ 
- 

y^, by (20) 

=«* + «„-«*,,+ g 
- 

j, by (21), 

1 S 11 
that is, äixy)zza(xy) + g 

"" 
Î2 =Ä(^)+ g" 

"~ 
ì ' 

and so of all other like combinations. 

Assurances on One Life, 
Let x denote the age of the life, and lx the " number living " 

in the table of mortality. Then for determining the value of a 
continuous annuity we shall have 

la-fdtlx+tvl  (a) 

And, for determining the value of a continuous assurance, payable 
at the instant of death, 

that is, 

-i-^-^-Ž  w 
A second formula is found thus, 

/A= -fdlx+tv1^ -Ix+tvt + losvfdtls+tv* 
(taken between the limits / = 0 ....<») 
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= /-S/â, by (a); 
.-. A=l-Sã  (28) 

agreeing with (8). 
This last formula is also evident from the following considera- 

tions. According as an annuity of £1 is payable yearly or con- 
tinuously we shall obviously have 

T = Perpetuity, annual ; ^ = Perpetuity, continuous ; 

-r - «= Reversionary do. ^ -ã = Reversionary do. 

Therefore, £1 = continuous perpetuity x S 
and A=«£l in continuous reversion 

= (l -ã)xS=l-Sã. 

By the use of the relation (22) the formula (28) resolves into 
another neat expression involving the ordinary tabular annuity, viz. 

ï=8(r-+ë)  (29)- 
We have thus arrived at three distinct formula (27), (28), (29) 

for determining the present value of an assurance of £1 payable at 
the instant of death." 

To find the equivalent annual premium, the value of the 
assurance, or single premium, must be divided by a -f 1 ; or, 
generally, if the premium be payable in m instalments, the divisor 
will be 

2m 12m? 

It is only further requisite to remark that as the annuity ã 
diminishes when the age x increases, the term - j- is in reality 
positive, and that in using the formula (27) sufficient accuracy will 
be attained by making 

h-x -4+1 ' 

da 1, . .  (3°) 
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in which it is tacitly assumed that for three consecutive points in a 
curve, the tangent at the intermediate point is parallel to the chord 
that connects the two extreme points. 

Example. - Required the present value of an assurance, payable at the 
instant of death, on a life aged 36, according to Davies' Equitable 
Experience Table at 3 per cent. 

Calculation by formula (27). By formula (28). By formula (29). 
-1(35) 187218 M(36) -01150 A 33.3333 
a|(37) 18-2397 9 (3) -02956 ¿ 17.98?9 

2)-4821 12)-04106 7^3454 

--(36) dãn*' -ono* '0034 A/*  Î2 --(36) 
J24105 
-ono* a + i ^4879 

 
-^^ 

ã (36) 18-4845 J 
ã 18>4845 

( log 1-18601 
M JÎ^ÎÎL íbgTSSÜÍ logí ̂47069 

184845 logg 8-47069 , 
log 9.6567o 

'9242 J** ^73750 j- ~^ 

,* -212571 l» 
?:S 

-Í? -24105  
dae 

 A -45361 

Ã '45362 

Assurances on Two Lives. 
Let œ, y denote the respective ages of two lives, and âxy the 

present value of the continuous joint annuity; then we shall 
evidently have, as in (19), 

And A- denoting the present value of a continuous contingent xy 
assurance of £1 on the life of x against that of y, payable on the 
instant of the decease of x provided that y be then living, 

= -3£(fe)*,.by(ß), 

that is, 
/ / X1 - - ^1 iyaxv ñ - / ixiy / xy / MjA-_ / X1 - - 

dv iyaxv ñ - ixiy / / 
dx 

-ili - dã.ry' 
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Í 1 «, . x ,. Y  (31) v cv -i i ti 1 d(Laxv) 
«, . x 

daXil 
,. v 

S.milarly, cv -i i 
A^=- 
ti 

j^jgd 
1 d(Laxv) =/V^- daXil 

-^ 
Adding together these two values, we obtain the present value 

of an assurance on the Joint Lives, payable at the instant of the 
first decease, viz. 

£*=«***- %  (32) 
where P** =/** + /!* 

Another formula for the joint lives is found thus, 

ijyÂxyzz -fd(ix+tiy+ty 
= - Wif+i^ + log vfdt Ix+jy+tv* 

(taken between the limits ¿=0 • • • oo) 
_ =Vy-»*/^by(ß); 

.-. A^rzl-8«^  (33) 
By applying the second formula of (22) we hence also obtain 

another expression, involving the ordinary tabular annuity, viz. 

i-=*(7 - w+ fir)  (34) 
where, as before, ju^n^ + jUj,. 

To determine the equivalent annual premiums for the foregoing 
assurances, the present values, or single premiums, must in each 
case be divided by axy+ 1 ; and, if the premium be payable in m 
instalments, the divisor will be 

^^♦¿ + 6+Ê£î 
- ■ m+l rrf-l, 
-^+^r-i2^^+^+g)- 
- ■ 

Sufficient accuracy is obtained in the use of the forami» (31), 
(32) by making 

^ 
= 

2^*-1'*~0*+1'î') ^ 

dãxy 1/ ~ 
~fy =2(tf*'*-|~^*+i)  (35> 

^ dãXy  1 
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In the first of these it will be perceived that a change to a 
year preceding and following the given age is assumed by the life 
œ only ; in the second by y only ; and that in the third the change 
takes place simultaneously with both lives. 

Example. - Required the present values of the contingent survivorship 
and joint assurances on two lives aged 65 and 25, payable the 
instant the claim arises, on the basis of the Northampton table with 
interest at 3 per cent. 

To avoid reference to tables the requisite data are here stated. 

Ordinary 
Age fi Ages Joint Annuity 

axy 

24 -01551 64 24 7*62653 
25 -01576 25 7'61057 
26 -01601 

65 24 7-38509 
64 -04702 25 7'37023 
65 -04902 26 7*35479 
66 -05155 

66 25 7-12477  26 7-11044 

The values of ãxy, contained in (35), being prepared by the 
formula (20), the calculations according to (31) and (32) are as 
hereunder : - 

65 against 25. 25 against 65. Joint Lives. 
. ( (64, 25) 8-10288 . j (65, 24) 7'87725 a - J (64, 24) 8-11886 a . 
j {66, 25) 7-61670 a 

' (65, 26) 7-84691 a 
' (66, 26) 7'60235 

2)*48618 2)-03034 2)'51651 

- - (65, 25) -24309 - ~ (65, 25) -01517 - ~ 
dt (65, 25) -258255 

dx dy dt 

ã(65,25) 7*86237 ã(65,25) 7-86237 «(65,25) 7'86237 
ji (65) -04902 /¿(25) -01576 /i(65,25) -06478 

3144948 786237 4717422 
707613 393118 - 314495 

1572 55037 55037 
 4717 6290 

uà -3854133   
dã "»«o» Ol^nq Pä '1239109 fiã -5093244 

-5 "»«o» Ol^nq _m _da .258255  dy dt 
Ãi -62850 _  .  

ios _ A  i -13908 Aes.25 '76758  
66Ì25 ^mmmmm - - ■ 
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Calculation of joint lives otherwise by formulae (33) and (34) : - 

ã(S5,25) 7-86237 ± 33-33333 
d -02956 

a(65, 25) 7-37023 

^ofßii ¿sneslo 
39312 ^(65,25) -00540 
ají 7 • 

_____ ( 25*96850 

dã -2324116 
_____ 

j, ' "777777 1-41444 1-000Ò0 L UUUÜU 
' loS "777777 1-41444 1-000Ò0 L UUUÜU 
log * 8-47069 

Ã65.25 '76759 /log 9-88513 

(Â65J5 -76759 

The calculation of the value of the Continuous Contingent Sur- 
vivorship Assurance from the ordinary tabular annuities will be 
materially expedited, and the value obtained will be sufficiently 
correct for official purposes, if axy + ^ be substituted in place of 
ãxy. This substitution, being a trifle in excess, and the coefficient 
fix being small, the result will be but little affected by the change 
and will incline to the safe side. Thus we shall have the con- 
venient practical formula 

AL=nJaxp+ ' -J &' + õ(a*-i. & y -ß*+i,!/) 
»y ' &' & 

And, dividing by axy+l, the corresponding annual premium, for 
the same assurance, will then be 

-**+ 2 ^Tî 
  (36) 

These formulae suggest the following simple rules, and the use of 
each is elucidated by an example worked out. 

Problem. - To find the Single Premium or present value of a Contin- 
gent Survivorship Assurance of £1 payable the instant the claim is 
determined. 

Rule. - Increase the ordinary Joint Annuity, for the given ages, by •£ 
or 0*5 ; take out the corresponding logarithm, to which add the logarithm 
of the force of mortality at the age of the assured life ; and then take out 
the corresponding natural number. Next put down the ordinary joint 
annuities with the assured life taken respectively one year younger and one 
year older. Then one-half the difference between these annuities added to 
the number before found ivill give the required net Single Premium, 
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Calculation of the foregoing example, stated on page 118, 
65 against 25. 25 against 65. 

659 25 I 7-37023 65, 25 I 7*37023 
I 0-5 log? (ö5) 8-69037 | 0-5 log fi (25) 8*19745 

7*87023 .... log 0-89599 7*87023 .... log 0-89599 

64,25 7-61057 (log 958636 65,24 7*38509 (log 9*09344 

66,25 7*12477 (numb. '38580 65,26 7'35479 (numb. -12400 

•48580x4= -24290 -03030x4= 1515 

Net Single Premium -62870 Net Single Premium *13915 

Problem. - To find the Annual Premium for a Contingent Survivorship 
Assurance of £1 payable the instant the claim is determined. 

Rule. - Put down the ordinary Joint annuities with the assured life 
taken first a year younger and then a year older; from the difference of 
these annuities subtract the force of mortality at the age of the assured 
life; and divide one-half this last difference by the ordinary joint annuity 
increased by unity. Then, the quotient added to the force of mortality, 
before made use of9 will give the net annual premium required. 

Calculation of the same example. 
65 against 25. 25 against 65. 

64, 25 I 7-61057 65, 24 I 7*38509 
66f 25 I 7-12477 65, 26 | 7*35479 

•48580 -03030 
fi (65) -04902 .... -04902 fi (25) -01576 .... -01576 

2)43678 2)-01454 

•21839 -00727 
 = -02609  = -00087 

06«,25+l .... 8-3702  a65f2«+l .... 8-3702  
Net Annual Premium -07511 Net Annual Premium -01663 

The annual premiums, accurately calculated, are respectively 
•07509 and -01661. 

The present values of Contingent Assurances payable on the 
instant of decease provided another given life shall have died 
previously may be immediately found from what precedes. For 
we shall evidently have, in such case, 

A2_=A<ç- Ai_' 

iUv-iŤ  (3r) 
And the sum of these gives also 

= 1- SãUy) 
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=*(r-«w)=|jâw  (38) 
As one more example of two lives, a solution to the following 

problem is here annexed. 

Problem. - Determine the present value of a Contingent Assurance of 
£1 payable at the instant of the decease of a life x, provided he die 
before another given life y9 or within n years after the death of y. 

During the first n years the risk is evidently that of an absolute 
assurance on the life x and, for that period, the present value 
is A^j. For the remainder of the life of ¿c, after n years, thé 
supplementary value is 

fdlx+n+tly+tv«+' _ «» d 

= r('A)-i_=%2Ã_I_. 
lXy *+»>y yjx x+n,y 

Therefore the required present value of the contingent assurance, 
under the proposed conditions, is 

1 yjx x+nty 

D , A  (39) 

which respectively express the equivalents of 

ï*a +3Ã1  and Hx-iïK*  . 1 i xty-n ' x,y-n 

Assurances on Three Lives. 
The formula for assurances on three lives are similar to those 

for one and two lives. Thus, for the Continuous Joint Annuity, 
we have 

{lã^-fdtl^W^v'  (y) 
And, thence, as before, 

(lA)i_=-/dlx+t.lv+tl,+tv> 

= -¿(«U. 

Therefore, after dividing by lxyz, 
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xyz lx dX n y dx 

«••ii T 1 d(Lãxvz) dãxvz «••ii 
Similarly, Alz:-^ 

T d(Lãxvz) = 
^-^ 

dãxvz 
.... (40) 

T 1 d{lzãxyz) __ dãxyz 
Ad~~ 
T 

I dz -Wxyz- __ 
dz 

The sum of these gives 

kxyz^Pxyfixyz- ~~j]r  (41) 

which again also admits of being expressed in the other two forms 
analagous to (33) and (34), viz., 

Ãw=l -8ãw  (42) 

£*.=s(J-***+*ïf)  (43) 
where ^«=f** + ̂  + M*« 

The other principal combinations may readily be deduced, from 
these and the preceding formulée, in the following manner. 

In the first place we have evidently 

ÃL=ÃL- -f Ã2i_ 
xz xyz xyz 

xyz xz xyz I 

_ 
xz 

_ 
xyz 

'  (44) 
Au =Al -Al 

xyz xy xyz) 

And, by addition, 
A2L_=5l+ÄL- 2ÄL-  (45) 

xyz xy xz xyz 

Therefore also 

A3_=Ä*-(A1_+Ä2__) xyz ' xyz xyz/ 

=Ã,-ÃL-ÂL+ÃL ..... .(46) v xy xz xyz v 

Again, ° by * adding ° together the values of A?__, A _g_, A_i, accord- ° * ° xyz xyz xyz 

ing to the formula (45), the present value of the absolute 
assurance of £1 payable instantly on the second decease is 

Ã222 =!„ + 5„+A„-2A^  (47) xyz 
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And by collecting the values of Al, Al, A _j , according to 
xyz xyz xyz 

the formula (46) we in like manner obtain the present value of an 
absolute assurance of £1 payable immediately on the extinction of 
the last survivor of the three lives, viz., 

Ã^^zzÃ^+Ãy + A.-Ã^-A^- "Ay,+ "Kyz • • . . (48). 

Expectations of Survivorship. 
By proceeding to the extreme hypothetical case in which money 

is supposed not to bear any interest, the values of all payments will 
become totally independent of time; and it is evident that, as 
before stated on page 112, annuities become expectations of life. 
In like manner it will appear that the values of contingent assur- 
ances become transformed into the corresponding abstract probab- 
ilities of survivorship. Hence the probabilities of survivorship 
are at once derived from the formulée for contingent assurances by 
the mere substitution of expectations in place of annuities, observing 
that all absolute assurances become of course replaced by unity or 
certainty. Hence the following formulae for determining these 
probabilities. 

'  (49) 
E2_=El + El- 2El_ 

xyz xy xz xyz 

E3_=l- Ej_- El + E]_ 
xyz xy xz xyz 

Note. - The fundamental formulae for assurances are comprehended in three types. 
The first of these is applicable generally, and may be written in an abbreviated form, by 

separating the symbols of operation, thus: A=ř/x- ~ 
J ã, which may be regarded as 

the radix of the formulae (27), (31), (32), (40), and (41). The other two forms, which 

appertain exclusively to absolute assurances, are A = 1 - õã and A = ¿ ( 
- - a + ¿~' , and 

they are respectively exhibited in (28), (33), (42) and (29), (34), (43). 
There is yet another form, to which special reference has not been made, viz. 

-r- 1 d(lä), T 1 dQjLn) ,_. , , , , . 
A#= - T~ďn~ ' - = ~ 

I 
 

dìo 
- ' w*110" ,_. , *°r , calculation , , . 

may be practically repre- 
sented by 

A  wx - 

ry ¿ťx 
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The same considerations may be extended to the formula (27), 
expressing the value of an absolute assurance. When ¿z=0, A 
becomes unity and ã becomes ë; thus we have the following 
remarkable relation between the true expectation of life and the 
force of mortality, viz., 

i - de i i lmue- r 
- -r- r -r- ax 

- H(I+2)  <60> 
= ¡(1""2^-lH+l)| . 

By this means the numerical value of the force of mortality 
might otherwise be deduced from a table of expectations, and the 

accuracy of the result would scarcely be affected by using the 

ordinary tabular expectations. 

Enough has now been given in the present paper to establish 
the practical utility and logical consistency of the Continuous 
Method of dealing with annuities and assurances, and the general 
power and efficiency of the leading principles of the new theory as 
an instrument of investigation. There is, indeed, good ground to 

expect that the adoption of the method here presented will lead to 
more extended researches and a higher range of inquiry in this 
most important and interesting subject. 

To bring the various formulae into immediate numerical opera- 
tion it is only necessary to prepare tables showing the values of the 
force of mortality and of continuous annuities on single and joint 
lives. These are easily deduced from existing tables by the use of 
the formulae (30) and (20). As an example of what is requisite, a 
table is appended, showing the force of mortality, and the continuous 
single annuities at 3 per cent, according to the Northampton 
mortality. A second table, containing the force of discount, is in 
itself complete and independent, and will, of course, serve generally 
for all tables of mortality. 
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Force of Mortality, <$ c, Northampton Table. 

Age l0g/* ** 3 percent. Age ^ ** 3 percent. 

10 7*99422 -00987 21*1600 51 8*46774 -02936 126779 
11 7-95760 -00907 20-9768 52 8*48342 '03044 12-4253 
12 7-95288 '00897 207806 53 8-49684 03139 12*1689 
13 7-95680 -00905 205782 54 8*51069 -03241 11*9086 
14 7-96074 -00914 20*3696 55 8*52500 -03350 11*6447 
15 7*96473 "00922 20*1545 56 853980 -03466 11-3772 
16 7-98159 -00958 19-9325 57 855512 '03590 111060 
17 801838 01043 19*7150 58 8*57100 *03724 10*3313 
18 806060 -01150 19*5097 59 8*58748 '03868 10*5531 
19 809699 -01250 19*3173 60 860461 *04024 10*2716 
20 813170 -01354 191349 61 8-62244 -04192 9-9869 
21 8-16214 -01453 18-9671 62 8-63839 '04349 9*6994 
22 817740 -01505 18*8075 63 8-65490 '04518 9-4038 
23 8*18398 01527 18-6449 64 867229 04702 9-1051 
24 819066 -01551 18-4792 65 869037 '04902 8*7982 
25 8-19745 -01576 18-3106 66 871220 05155 8*4880 
26 8*20435 '01601 18-1387 67 8*73518 *05435 8*1751 
27 8*21136 -01627 17*9636 68 875945 05747 78600 
28 8-21848 01654 17*7852 69 8*78516 *06098 7'5435 
29 8*22573 -01682 1 7*6031 70 8*81248 -06494 7 2263 
30 8*23309 '01710 17*4178 71 8*84164 '06944 6-9096 
31 8-24058 -01740 17-2287 72 8*87290 *07463 65950 
32 8*24821 01771 170359 73 890658 -08065 6*2847 
33 8*25597 '01803 16 8392 74 i 8 94310 I '08772 5 9814 
34 8*26387 '01836 16*6385 75 | 8*98297 -09615 5*6892 
35 8*27192 -01870 16-4338 76 9-01865 -10439 5*4142 
36 8-28012 -01906 16*2247 77 904576 -11111 5*1403 
37 8*28847 -01943 160113 78 906859 -11711 4*8603 
38 8*29700 '01982 157935 79 909528 -12453 45644 
39 8-30569 '02022 15*5709 80 913501 '13646 4-2677 
40 8*31744 -02077 153434 81 9-18035 15148 3*9843 
41 8*33233 -02149 15*1153 82 9*22808 -16908 37128 
42 8*34747 -02226 14*8869 83 9*28729 19377 3*4637 
43 8*36011 -02291 U'6582 84 9*34259 22009 3 2730 
44 8-37017 -02345 14-4252 85 937885 -23925 3 0978 
45 8-38048 -02401 14*1875 86 9*41266 *25862 2*9379 
46 8*39104 -02461 139453 87 9*44604 *27928 27867 
47 8*40186 -02523 13*6982 88 9*47009 -29518 26581 
48 8-41295 -02588 13*4462 89 9'47478 -29839 2*4858 
49 8-42711 -02674 131890 90 9*48337 *30435 2*2670 
50 8*44718 -02800 12*9312 

Table of Force of Discount (h). 
Rate of * . . Rate of 
Interest o * log 

. 
£ . Interest õ log è 

per cent. per cent. 

4 -00499 7*69789 5J -05354 8*72868 
1 -00995 7-99784 6 -05827 8*76544 
14 01489 817285 64 «06297 879917 
2 -01980 8*29672 7 '06766 8*83032 
24 02469 8*39257 74 -07232 8*85926 
3 02956 8*47069 8 '07696 8*88627 
34 -03440 8-53658 84 08158 891158 
4 -03922 8*59352 9 -08618 8*93539 
44 -04402 8*64362 94 -09075 8 95787 
5 -04879 8-68833 10 -09531 897914 
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